
Light the spark of inspiration back into the heart
of your luminous Soul BEing. 

We are living in unpredictable and unprecedented yet beautifully changing
times. With the hardships in the world at large, not to mention in your personal
life, you may find it difficult to find your calling, connect to a higher purpose,
feel empowered, or dedicate time to the important work of healing your body,
mind, and soul. And how do you tap into your higher consciousness to be able
to truly nurture yourself? You may feel a pull to live more authentically but
wonder how and where to begin or what that even means. 
 
In BE-com-ing Authentically Me, Birgitta delves into the unraveling of the
illusion of the matrix, explaining the current evolution of human consciousness
and the shift of the changing tides, taking the reader on a journey of her many
struggles in this life that have been turbulent and often traumatic, and her
many illustrious past lives both earthly and galactic, delivering real-life
anecdotes, heartfelt guidance, and powerful messages with humor and
practicality from the many Light BEings and Masters to help you overcome
your own trauma and re-engage with your highest, most conscious self. 

With a blend of personal experiences, spiritual wisdom, and practical
application, BE-com-ing Authentically Me is your divine guide to transcending
the old, embracing the new, and celebrating your Soul’s extraordinary
purpose. 

Birgitta Visser is a Soul Empowerment Coach and Light Configurator, surfing the cosmic

waves across the vastness of the Multidimensional Multiverse, delivering messages from

the Collective of Light BEings and Master Teachers to aid humanity. She sees herself as

a bit of a courier for those that wish to convey the many messages integral to helping

elevate the consciousness of humanity and of the planet. Her often turbulent journey

has been a steep learning curve. She is who she is, having learned to embrace all

quirky aspects of herself, often stumbling through the darkness of her trauma yet never

giving up. Birgitta hopes that people will awaken to what life is all about, unlocking their

own potential and BE-com-ing authentically themselves. www.birgittavisser.com

To Learn More Visit: BirgittaVisser.com
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